
Submission Guidelines



Competition entries will only be accepted from tutors at UAL Awarding 
Body approved centres on behalf of students. We will publish the online 
submission form on our website on the opening submission day, Monday 
16 May 2021. 

Please note:
	� We will accept the submission of original work only.
	� Only three entries per UAL Awarding Body qualification can be entered per approved site.
	� Tutors must complete the submission form for each student/group they would like to enter.
	� In accordance with the UAL centre agreement, tutors are responsible for obtaining consent from the
student to enable UAL to use their personal data in accordance with the transparency notice.
	� Tutors are required to share this transparency notice with students before consent is requested.
	� Tutors are required to maintain a record of this consent until 29 December 2022.

The submission form will be open from 16/05/22, 8am to 17/06/22, 3pm. Any entries received after 
this date will not be accepted. 

We will formally notify students and centres of the results we will provide detailed instructions about 
where to ship the selected artworks. 

The shipping of the artworks is responsibility of the student/tutor/center and the artworks must be 
delivered no later than 11/07/22. We will then arrange shipping back at our expense after the end of the 
showcase.

Should you have questions regarding this event or the entry process, please contact 
origins.submission@arts.ac.uk
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Please follow the relevant guidelines according to the type of artwork you 
want to submit. 

	� 2D (This might be relevant for you if you are submitting the following, but not only: paintings, 
photography, illustrations, moodboards, magazines)
Please submit:
	> 2 or more pictures of the physical artwork/series of artworks. Please ensure that the artwork is 
clearly visible. For example, if you wish to submit a photography project consisting of a series 
of 3 pictures you need to submit a photo of the actual pictures printed and additionally you can 
include the digital file of the pictures.

Please indicate:
	> the dimension 
	> the weight
	> the material
	> If there is any framing
	> Any other relevant information for the exhibition (e.g.: if it's fragile, "do not touch")

	� 3D (This might be relevant for you if you are submitting the following, but not only: 
installations - including audio and light installations, sculptures, costumes, set design, 
scenography)
	> 2 or more pictures of the physical artwork. Please ensure that the artwork is clearly visible. For 
example, if you wish to submit a scuplture project you need to submit a photo of the actual 
sculpture and additionally you can include the digital file.

Please indicate:
	> the dimension 
	> the weight
	> the material
	> If there is any plynth/mannequin
	> Any other relevant information for the exhibition (e.g.: if it's fragile, "do not touch")
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	� Audio (This might be relevant for you if you are submitting the following, but not only: music 
pieces, podcasts, audio stories)
The audio must be submitted as an MP3/WAV file. 
Please provide the transcript in written form, if there is speaking or singing.
Please ensure any submitted work is original and not breaking any copyright.

	� Video ( This might be relevant for you if you are submitting the following, but not only: a 
recording of an acting/dancing/poetry performance, a film, a documentary, footage of make-
up production, a music video, a music performance, a recording of a developed game)
The video must be submitted as an MP4 file. 
Please provide the transcript in written form, if there is speaking or singing.
Please ensure any submitted work is original and not breaking any copyright.
Please note that all the videos will be captioned for accessibility reasons.

Useful links:
Concord Theatricals Virtual Perfomances and Digital Rights Requests Concord Theatricals Help 
and FAQs

Every submission must contain the following:
	> Title
	> Description

Max. 250 words, written in third person. The description has to contain a brief explanation of the 
artwork, along with the concept behind it's realisation and its narrative. 
In case of selection, There could be that this description might be slighly edited by UAL Awarding 
Body to uniform the tone of all the description labels in the exhibition.
	> Credits of collaborators (if relevant)

and also optionally:
	> Links to a digital form of the work (e.g. a link to the game designed, a link to the online work, a 
link to the entire performance)
	> Social media handles of the student
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